Focused Evaluation Selection Form

Teacher Name: ___________________________________________ School: ______________________

Evaluator: ______________________________________________ Year: ________________________

Select one criteria that will be evaluated during this year’s Focused Evaluation:

☐ 1. EXPECTATIONS: The teacher communicates high expectations for student learning.

☐ 2. INSTRUCTION: The teacher uses research-based instructional practices to meet the needs of all students.

☐ 3. DIFFERENTIATION: The teacher acquires and uses specific knowledge about students’ cultural, intellectual, and social development to adjust their practice by employing strategies that advance learning.

☐ 4. CONTENT KNOWLEDGE: The teacher uses content area knowledge, learning standards, appropriate pedagogy and resources to design and deliver curricula and instruction to impact student learning.

☐ 5. LEARNING ENVIRONMENT: The teacher fosters and manages a safe and inclusive learning environment that takes into account physical, emotional, and intellectual wellbeing.

☐ 6. ASSESSMENT: The teacher uses multiple data elements (both formative and summative to plan, inform, and adjust instruction and evaluate student learning.

☐ 7. FAMILIES and COMMUNITY: The teacher communicates and collaborates with students and families and all educational stakeholders in an ethical and professional manner to promote student learning.

☐ 8. PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE: The teacher participates collaboratively in the educational community to improve instruction, advance the knowledge and practice of teaching as a profession, and ultimately impact student learning.

If Criterion 3, 6, or 8 was not chosen, also select one of the following Student Growth options.

☐ Student Growth Criterion 3: Recognizing individual student learning needs and developing strategies to address those needs. (both 3.1 and 3.2 SG will be scored)

☐ Student Growth Criterion 6: Using multiple student data elements to modify instruction and improve student learning. (both 6.1 and 6.2 SG will be scored)

Teacher’s Signature ___________________________________________ Date: ______________________

Evaluator’s Signature ___________________________________________ Date: ______________________